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We review the techniques used in the design and construction of cryogenic sapphire oscillators at

the University of Western Australia over the 18 year history of the project. We describe the project

from its beginnings when sapphire oscillators were first developed as low-noise transducers for

gravitational wave detection. Specifically, we describe the techniques that were applied to the

construction of an interrogation oscillator for the PHARAO Cs atomic clock in CNES, in Toulouse

France, and to the 2006 construction of four high performance oscillators for use at NMIJ and NICT,

in Japan, as well as a permanent secondary frequency standard for the laboratory at UWA.

Fractional-frequency fluctuations below 6�10−16 at integration times between 10 and 200 s have

been repeatedly achieved. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2919944�

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by the early work of Braginsky et al. at

Moscow State University,
1

the cryogenic sapphire oscillator

�CSO� project at the University of Western Australia �UWA�
resulted in the creation of microwave signal sources with

short-term frequency stability unmatched by any other type

of electromagnetic oscillators
2

including laser-cooled atomic

fountain clocks.

The main drive to develop low-noise microwave oscilla-

tors in the mid-1980s was the quest to detect gravitational

waves generated by supernovas.
3

At the heart of the UWA,

gravitational wave detection system was a cryogenically

cooled niobium bar antenna, the vibration state of which was

continuously monitored by a microwave readout system fea-

turing a re-entrant cavity displacement transducer.
4

To ensure

the highest sensitivity for the microwave readout system, a

low-phase-noise microwave oscillator was required to excite

the transducer.
5

Such an oscillator was constructed by utiliz-

ing the effect of the anomalously low dissipation of micro-

waves in cryogenically cooled sapphire dielectric.
2,6,7

In parallel to the gravitational wave project, and begin-

ning soon after, was the CSO project. Its goal was to create a

stable frequency source relying on the existence of a turning

point in the frequency-temperature dependence of the sap-

phire dielectric near 4 K, annulling the effects of extrinsic

temperature fluctuations. The exceptional stability of the mi-

crowave signals produced by CSOs found applications be-

yond the area of gravitational wave detection. Early applica-

tions included long baseline interferometry
8

and frequency

metrology with cold ion/atom clocks. For example, the

National Measurement Institute �NMI�, Sydney, has relied on

a UWA CSOs as a fly-wheel oscillator for a laser-cooled

ytterbium ion clock since the early 1990s.
9,10

The first generation CSOs exhibited a fractional-

frequency stability close to one part in 1014 over integration

times of 10–300 s.
6

This was improved by more than an

order of magnitude by the mid-1990s when the noise mecha-

nisms affecting the CSOs became better understood.
7

The

improvements in the CSO’s frequency stability were assisted

by the technological advances in growing ultrahigh-purity

single-crystal sapphire via the heat exchange method

HEMEX,
11

the availability of low-noise microwave compo-

nents, and the cryogenic operation of the vital components of

the oscillator. This oscillator was the first to reach a

fractional-frequency stability less than one part in 1015 over

integration times of 10–100 s.

In 2000, a UWA sapphire oscillator was used at

Observatoire de Paris for the development of a laser-cooled

cesium-fountain clock. These experiments enabled the first

experimental observation of the quantum projection noise in

atomic-fountain clocks.
12

In 2003, researchers at UWA and

the Paris Observatory teamed up to undertake a search for

the possible violations of Lorentz invariance by comparing

the frequency of that CSO to that of a hydrogen maser.
13

Also in 2003, another CSO was delivered to European Space

Agency �CNES� to assist with the ground tests of the cold-

atom space clock “PHARAO” intended to operate in a mi-

crogravity environment.
14

In 2005, at UWA a novel type of

Michelson–Morley experiment involving two corotating

CSOs was implemented to test the Lorentz invariance prin-

ciple under the standard model extension framework and put

the best limits on several Lorentz violating parameters.
15,16

Between 2004 and 2006, four additional CSOs were de-

veloped at UWA. Two were built for the National Metrology

Institute of Japan �NMIJ� at AIST, Tsukuba,
17,18

one for the

National Institute for Information and Communication

Technology �NICT� in Tokyo,
19

and the other to remain at

UWA for the Frequency Standards and Metrology group. The

fractional-frequency fluctuations of those oscillators are pres-

ently state-of-the-art approaching 5�10−16 at an integration

time of 20 s and highly reproducible over long measurement

time periods.
20

Their phase noise is −85 dBc /Hz at 1 Hz on

a 10 GHz carrier �see Fig. 3 of Ref. 18�.
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Over the past 15 years, in an effort to reduce the running

cost of CSOs, various techniques have been tried to raise the

temperature at which the resonator has a frequency-

temperature turnover point.
21–24

Researchers at JPL �Refs. 25

and 26� used thermomechanically compensated sapphire

resonators and achieved fractional-frequency instabilities

less than 1�10−13 operating at 85 K. Further research at JPL

utilized the advances in cryocooler technology, resulting in

frequency instability of 2�10−14 at 1 s in a CSO at 10 K.
27

This CSO has potential for uninterrupted long term operation

and avoids the need for costly cryogens.

At UWA, we have investigated increasing the fraction of

impurities in sapphire to raise the compensation point
28

to

solid nitrogen temperatures �50 K�. Such oscillators �having

increased losses in the doped resonator and operating at an

elevated temperature� could never rival the noise perfor-

mance of liquid-helium-cooled sapphire oscillators.
29

For some years, it has been expected that the fractional-

frequency stability of CSOs would soon be superseded by

that of ultrastable lasers based on optical cavities with very

high finesse and extremely low sensitivities to temperature

and vibration.
30–32

However, as was recently discovered,
33

it

is the thermal fluctuations in the mirror substrates of the

optical cavities that impose fundamental limitations on their

short-term frequency stability. Consequentially, CSOs are

likely to retain their leading position in the ultrastable oscil-

lator race until cryogenically cooled optical resonators

become a reality.

This paper reviews the properties of cryogenically

cooled sapphire-loaded-cavity �SLC� resonators, the struc-

ture of the CSOs, the principles of their operation, and their

noise performance. The main focus of the current work is on

design techniques, which enable optimal tuning and im-

proved frequency stability. It brings together the expertise we

have acquired while working with the CSOs over the past

few years.

II. THE RESONATOR

At the heart of any CSO is a cylindrical sapphire-

dielectric resonator with its rotational axis aligned with the

crystal axis. Eigenmodes of such a resonator are hybrid and

feature all six components of the electromagnetic field. From

a broad continuum of the eigenmodes, only two families of

quasi-TM and quasi-TE modes are of practical importance to

the design of ultrastable oscillators. These modes exhibit the

highest field confinement to the dielectric and hence the

highest electrical Q-factors. They are characterized by a

small number of field variations along the axial and radial

directions and a large number of field maxima around the

azimuth, which is typical for modes characterized as ‘whis-

pering gallery’ �WG�, similar to acoustic modes observed by

Rayleigh in St. Paul’s Cathedral in London.
34

A WG mode in a cylindrical dielectric resonator is a

standing wave formed by a pair of traveling waves counter-

propagating along the inside circumference of the dielectric

cylinder and experiencing total internal reflection at the

dielectric/air interface. Small geometrical imperfections of

the sapphire cylinder, the presence of the coupling probes, as

well as the misalignment of the crystal and rotation axes

remove the degeneracy between the traveling wave “com-

panions” and split the modes of resonance into two spectral

components �doublets� having different coupling coefficients

with frequencies separated by a few kilohertz. This effect is

easily observed at cryogenic temperatures, where the fre-

quency separation between the doublets can be a few hun-

dred times larger than their individual resonance linewidths.

A competition between doublets has never been observed in

a loop oscillator due to the nonlinearity of its gain stage.

Oscillations always establish at the frequency of one of the

doublets �with the lower insertion loss�, which saturate the

loop microwave amplifier.

Enclosing the sapphire cylinder in a metal cavity pro-

tects it against the environmental perturbations and, most

importantly for cryogenic applications, against surface con-

tamination. This also reduces the required size and cost of

the sapphire crystal relative to the size and cost of an open-

space sapphire resonator tuned to the same frequency. One

drawback of the SLC resonator is the relatively high density

of spurious cavitylike modes, which may interact with the

operational mode reactively or resistively.
35,36

This problem

can be solved by cutting a few radial and azimuthal slots in

the cavity lids to intercept the flow of microwave currents

and cause radiative loss of energy of the spurious modes.
37

The Q-factors of the fundamental WG modes are not af-

fected by the radiative slots, as their energy is almost entirely

confined to the interior of the dielectric.

In the absence of crystal defects and surface contamina-

tion, the Q-factors of the WG modes in SLC resonators are

limited by the sapphire-dielectric loss tangent �tan ��. At

temperatures 50�T�80 K, the loss tangent is a very strong

function of temperature, i.e., tan ��T5. This trend, however,

does not hold at lower temperatures where crystal imperfec-

tions reduce the temperature dependence of the microwave

losses. Even the highest quality sapphire crystals grown by

the HEMEX method
11

exhibit tan ��T over the temperature

range of 2–12 K. Nonetheless, the Q-factors measured in the

liquid-helium-cooled HEMEX-sapphire resonators at fre-

quencies around 10 GHz are extremely high, of the order of

109 at T�4.2 K, with the highest measured Q-factor of

1.8�1010 at 1.8 K.
38

Even the highest quality HEMEX sapphires are not free

from paramagnetic impurities such as Cr3+,
39

Fe3+,
40

Ti3+, or

Mo3+ ions.
7

In such resonators, the paramagnetic ions, with

only a small measurable effect on the Q-factor, strongly in-

fluence the frequency-temperature dependence of the WG

modes by introducing a magnetic susceptibility to the sap-

phire crystal. The sign of the frequency shift resulting from

the temperature induced change in the magnetic susceptibil-

ity is opposite to the frequency shift resulting from the tem-

perature dependence of the sapphire-dielectric permittivity.

With the magnitudes of the competing frequency shifts be-

coming comparable below 15 K, frequency-temperature

compensation is observed in SLC resonators. Such phenom-

ena exist in all WG modes in HEMEX resonators at frequen-

cies below the electron spin resonance frequency, which for

Mo3+ ions is equal to 165 GHz.
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Figure 1 shows the frequency-temperature dependence

of a 11.9 GHz SLC resonator excited in the fundamental

whispering gallery transverse electric �WGE� mode with azi-

muthal number m=14 �i.e., 28 field maxima in the azimuthal

direction�. It is this characteristic that defines these slightly

doped sapphire samples as an excellent choice on which to

base ultrastable oscillators. As the exact location of the

frequency-temperature maxima depends on the concentration

of paramagnetic impurities, their species type, and the nature

of the mode excited, some HEMEX sapphires are unsuitable

for application to a CSO, having a turning-point temperature

either too high or too low. Also, the flatness �or curvature� of

the frequency-temperature maximum in the vicinity of the

turning point is an important parameter of the resonator, as it

determines the required precision of the resonator tempera-

ture control. It is defined as �= �1 / f0�d2f /dT2, where

d2f /dT2 is the second derivative of the resonance frequency

as a function of temperature and f0 is the mean resonance

frequency. In HEMEX-crystal resonators, the smallest values

of the fractional curvature are measured around �
�10−9 K−2. This can be translated into a resonator

fractional-frequency stability of order of 10−16, provided that

the crystal temperature is kept within 1 mK of the turning

point and the temperature fluctuations are controlled to be

less than 0.1 mK. These conditions are not difficult to meet

for liquid-helium-cooled resonators due to the availability of

high-sensitivity, yet low-noise, carbon-glass temperature

sensors.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical approach to the temperature

stabilization of a cryogenic SLC resonator. Here, the sap-

phire crystal is thermally insulated from the liquid helium

bath by two evacuated stainless-steel vacuum cans. The tem-

perature of the SLC resonator is stabilized to a precision of

about 10 �K by a feedback control system based on a tem-

perature bridge connected to a four-terminal carbon-glass

thermometer. The latter is embedded into the copper mount-

ing shaft, to which the SLC resonator is directly attached.

The top end of the copper shaft is connected to a stainless-

steel rod to ensure effective low-pass filtering of thermal

fluctuations resulting from the boiling liquid helium. The

outer can houses multiple microwave isolators which are

needed to minimize the SLC resonator frequency pulling ef-

fect induced by the coaxial cable line resonances. Amplitude

detectors, used in both the frequency and power control sys-

tems, are also located inside the outer can in the cryogenic

environment to improve the oscillator’s long-term frequency

stability.

The SLC resonator in Fig. 2 is a single-spindle single-

crystal sapphire cylinder clamped from below. This type of

clamping was suggested in Ref. 38 to reduce mechanical

stress on the active region of the sapphire resonator where

most of the electromagnetic field is confined. Such stress was

found to be responsible for the frequency drift of the first

generation CSOs utilizing double-spindle sapphire cylinders

squeezed between the lids of the metal cavity. The latest

resonators have also a top �though shorter� spindle, which is

not clamped but used only to facilitate the cleaning

process.
20

Three major noise mechanisms limit the frequency sta-

bility of the CSO when it operates at the frequency-

temperature turning point of the SLC resonator. The first

noise mechanism is related to the intrinsic fluctuations of the

Pound frequency discriminator.
41,42

The second noise mecha-

nism is associated with AM-index fluctuations of the micro-

wave interrogation signal incident on the resonator. The third

noise mechanism is related to fluctuations of dissipated mi-

crowave power in the sapphire resonator due to radiation

pressure induced expansion in a solid dielectric resonator.
43

The effect of the first two noise mechanisms on the spectral

purity of the oscillator’s signal can be greatly reduced by

setting the SLC primary coupling close to critical. Such tun-

ing, however, may require a few iterations �cool down

cycles� due to the errors associated with the measurements of

very small coupling coefficients and the strong dependence,

near 4.2 K, of sapphire Q-factor on its surface cleanliness.

In practice, the coupling must be set close to 10−4 at

room temperature in order to obtain critical coupling at

liquid-helium temperature. To measure such small coupling

coefficients, we developed a new measurement technique in-

volving frequency modulation of the microwave signal inci-

dent on the resonator with the subsequent synchronous de-

modulation of the reflected signal.
44

The immunity of

synchronous demodulation to the technical noise sources
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FIG. 1. Frequency-temperature dependence of an 11.9 GHz WGE mode,

measured by beating against another CSO and logging the difference fre-

quency as the temperature of one sapphire resonator is ramped.
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permits high fidelity measurements of coupling coefficients

with a resolution unattainable by microwave network analyz-

ers. We estimate that the smallest coupling coefficient which

can be measured with the frequency modulation technique at

a confidence level of 99.7% �3�� is approximately 5�10−6.

In principle, microwave oscillators can be constructed at

relatively high cryogenic temperatures �40–80 K� by mak-

ing use of the simultaneous excitation of both whispering

gallery transverse magnetic �WGH� and transverse electric

�WGE� modes in the same SLC resonator.
21,22

The aniso-

tropy of sapphire permits the cancellation of the temperature

dependence of the difference frequency between the two

modes when the ratio of WGE and WGH mode resonance

frequencies fWGE / fWGH��� /��, where �� and �� are frac-

tional temperature coefficients of sapphire-dielectric permit-

tivity parallel and perpendicular to the crystal axis, respec-

tively. For X-band SLC resonators cooled with liquid

nitrogen �� /���1.34, which is equivalent to a mode sepa-

ration of 3–4 GHz. The fractional-frequency stability of

such a dual-mode oscillator operating at 40–50 K has been

measured to be 4�10−14 over an integration time of 1 s.
45

This is adequate as a flywheel pump oscillator for a laser-

cooled cesium-fountain clock to achieve quantum limited

performance.
12

This makes dual-mode oscillators a viable al-

ternative to the more expensive-running-cost liquid-helium-

cooled oscillators for a number of frequency metrology ap-

plications and various long-term physics experiments in

space.

III. THE OSCILLATOR

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of a frequency sta-

bilized cryogenic oscillator. It is based on a high-Q micro-

wave SLC resonator which serves both as a bandpass filter of

a self-sustaining loop oscillator and a dispersive element of a

Pound frequency discriminator �FD�. Operation of the Pound

FD is based on rapid phase modulation �PM� of the incident

microwave signal. If the oscillator frequency is different

from that of the high-Q resonator the signal reflected from

the resonator acquires amplitude modulation �AM�, the depth

and the phase of which depend on the relative detuning be-

tween the oscillator and the resonator. By extracting the

complex amplitude of the reflected signal �with an envelope

detector� and comparing it to the original modulation signal

�inside a lock-in amplifier as shown�, an error voltage syn-

chronously varying with the oscillator frequency is pro-

duced. The filtered error voltage is then applied to the volt-

age controlled phase �VCP� shifter in the loop oscillator

steering its frequency to the chosen resonant mode of the

high-Q resonator. The frequency discriminator, filter, and

VCP form a closed loop frequency control system which

detects and cancels �within its bandwidth� fluctuations of the

oscillator frequency from the cavity resonance frequency.

For a frequency control loop with the sufficiently high gain,

the quality of oscillator frequency stabilization is entirely

determined by the noise properties of the frequency

discriminator.

To ensure a reliable and efficient operation of the Pound

frequency control system, the frequency of phase modulation

must be correctly chosen. First of all, it should exceed the

bandwidth of the high-Q resonator. This minimizes the loss

of the modulation sidebands inside the resonator and im-

proves the discriminator’s frequency-to-voltage conversion

efficiency. This also eliminates the spurious zero crossings in

the dependence of the error voltage on frequency. Such zero

crossings may “confuse” the control system into locking the

oscillator at a frequency far from the cavity resonance, which

would be accompanied by enhanced phase noise due to the

reduced value of the discriminator conversion efficiency. An-

other important factor which affects the choice of the modu-

lation frequency is related to the noise properties of the

Pound FD. The latter can be studied by replacing the reso-

nator with an equivalent nondispersive load and measuring

the spectrum of the voltage noise at the output of the lock-in

amplifier at the same operating level of incident power. The

resulting noise spectrum would consist of both “white” noise

and flicker noise regions. The flicker noise has a technical

origin and is mainly induced by the microwave carrier inci-

dent on the envelope detector. The spectral density of the

flicker noise depends on the type of the envelope detector

used, as well as the level of incident power. For a typical

Pound FD operating at X-band, flicker noise dominates at

Fourier frequencies below a few kilohertz. To avoid the deg-

radation of the spectral resolution of the Pound discriminator

by this flicker noise, the modulation frequency must be cho-

sen well outside the flicker noise region.

The microwave power incident on the cryogenic sap-

phire resonator needs to be stabilized in order to minimize

power induced frequency shifts associated with the radiation

pressure effect. The magnitude of this effect increases with

the Q-factor of the resonator, and for high quality HEMEX

sapphire resonators �with Q-factors around 109�, it has been

measured to be about 5�10−11
/mW.

43
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The largest variations of microwave power incident on

the SLC resonator are due to the gradual boil off of liquid

helium, which changes the loss in the transmission lines con-

necting the cryogenic resonator to the oscillation sustaining

stages. The power control system of a CSO is based on a

cryogenic amplitude detector placed as close as possible to

the sapphire resonator and a voltage controlled attenuator

�VCA� located in the room temperature part of the loop

oscillator next to the phase modulator �see Fig. 3�.
Phase modulation of the microwave interrogating signal

is often accompanied by spurious amplitude modulation due

to the dependence of the VCP insertion loss on applied volt-

age. The AM sidebands in the spectrum of the interrogation

signal are synchronously demodulated by the electronics of

the Pound FD, producing an error voltage proportional to the

real part of the SLC reflection coefficient, as opposed to the

demodulation product of the rapid phase modulation �PM�
sidebands, which varies as the imaginary part of the reflec-

tion coefficient. As a result, the error signal of the Pound FD

changes its sign at a frequency which is shifted from the SLC

resonant mode frequency. This means that any noise mecha-

nism affecting the spurious AM index will also affect the

frequency stability of the CSO. In the following sections, we

analyze the influence of spurious AM on the frequency sta-

bility of the CSO as well as techniques minimizing such

influences.

Finally, a temperature control system maintains the reso-

nator temperature near the frequency-temperature turning

point to ensure a first order immunity of the resonance fre-

quency to ambient temperature fluctuations �see Fig. 1�.

A. Frequency stability limit due to intrinsic
fluctuations of the Pound frequency discriminator

Noise mechanisms affecting the frequency stability of

the CSO can be divided into two groups. The first group

directly affects the SLC resonance frequency. These include

fluctuations of the ambient temperature, vibration, and fluc-

tuations of dissipated microwave power. The second group

of noise sources affects the quality of oscillator frequency

stabilization. They are associated with the technical fluctua-

tions in the electronics of the various feedback control

circuits mentioned above. The effect of the second group of

noise mechanisms on frequency stability of the CSO is

discussed below.

An estimate of the frequency instability induced by in-

trinsic fluctuations of the Pound FD can be obtained by mak-

ing use of an additional FD, external with respect to the

primary frequency control loop �see Fig. 4�.
The voltage noise ��uext� at the output of the external FD

can be expressed as a symbolic sum,

�uext = SFD�fosc � 	 , �1�

where SFD is the frequency-to-voltage conversion coefficient

of the external FD, �fosc corresponds to frequency fluctua-

tions of the locked oscillator, and 	 denotes the intrinsic volt-

age fluctuations of the additional frequency discriminator.

Noise processes �fosc and 	 in Eq. �1� are independent.

Assuming that both FDs are identical and the gain of the

frequency control system is high enough that frequency fluc-

tuations of the free-running oscillator do not make any

significant contribution to �uext, Eq. �1� is simplified as

�uext � �2	 . �2�

By combining Eqs. �1� and �2�, the relationship between

oscillator frequency fluctuations and intrinsic voltage noise

at the output of the external FD is obtained,

�fosc =
�uext

�2SFD

. �3�

Characterizing the oscillator frequency fluctuations in

terms of its Allan deviation �y�
� and making use of Eq. �3�
result in

�y�
� =
�u�
�

�2SFDf0

, �4�

where f0 is the mean frequency of oscillations, �u�
� is the

Allan deviation of voltage noise �uext, and 
 is the integra-

tion time.

The dependence of �y�
� is shown in Fig. 5 �curve 2�.
This dependence, which is referred to below as a FD noise

floor, was deduced from the measurements of voltage noise

at the output of the external FD with the following set of

parameters: the resonator unloaded Q-factor=1.5�109, the
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FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of a CSO with an external Pound FD illustrating

the technique used for evaluation of the clock’s frequency stability due to

intrinsic fluctuations in the frequency discriminator.
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primary coupling coefficient �=1.06, the power incident on

the resonator Pinc=4 mW, and the index of phase modulation

�m=0.03 rad.

For 
�30 s, the FD noise floor improves with integra-

tion time as �y �10−16
/�
. This limit is set by the white

voltage fluctuations of the amplitude detector in the FD cir-

cuit. However, for 
30 s the FD noise floor deteriorates as

�y ��
, which has been found to be related to the voltage

noise of the digital signal processing stage of the lock-in

amplifier.

Curve 1 in Fig. 5 shows the Allan frequency deviation of

a free-running oscillator �y
f/run�
�. The oscillator was based

on a SLC resonator �with the above listed parameters� oper-

ating at its frequency-temperature turning point. The ob-

served dependence ��y
f/run�
��3�10−14�
� is typical of

random-walk frequency noise. Such noise has been ex-

plained by temperature induced fluctuations of the time delay

in the long transmission lines connecting the room tempera-

ture components of the loop oscillator with the cryogenic

SLC resonator.

The data in Fig. 5 enable one to design a frequency

control system with enough gain to suppress the frequency

fluctuations of a free-running oscillator well below the

Pound FD noise floor. This is done by converting the Allan

deviations �y
f/run�
� and �y�
� into equivalent phase noise

spectra.
46,47

The respective spectral densities of phase fluc-

tuations of the free-running oscillator and the frequency dis-

criminator are S�
f/run�f��10−8

/ f4 and S�
FD�f��2�10−12

/ f2,

where f is the Fourier frequency.

The structure of the frequency control system can be

determined by plotting the ratio of two phase noise spectra

R=S�
FD

/S�
f/run as a function of Fourier frequency �curve 1 in

Fig. 6�. This ratio characterizes the noise suppression factor

of the feedback loop which is needed to suppress the fre-

quency fluctuations of the free-running oscillator to the noise

floor of the Pound FD. By using the dependence R�f�, one

can determine the unity-gain bandwidth of the control sys-

tem �about 70 Hz� and the order of the loop filter required to

cope with the quickly divergent phase noise spectrum of the

free-running oscillator S�
f/run.

Curve 2 in Fig. 6 shows the calculated noise suppression

factor of the frequency control system used on our CSOs.

The simulations were conducted by assuming a loop filter

consisting of a “leaking” integrator with a 100 Hz corner

frequency and an active all-pass filter with corner frequen-

cies of 10 and 100 Hz. The latter ensured a stable operation

of the frequency control system by compensating for the

phase lag introduced by the digital lock-in amplifier. The low

frequency gain of the control system was chosen to be higher

than was empirically determined �curve 1� to avoid any limi-

tations on oscillator frequency stability associated with the

phase noise of a free-running oscillator.

The calculated phase noise spectra of both a free-running

and a frequency stabilized sapphire oscillator are shown in

Fig. 7. The main idea behind these calculations was to evalu-

ate the phase noise of the CSO �which was not directly mea-

sured� and prove that it would not degrade outside the band-

width of the frequency control loop. In principle, as it is seen

from Fig. 7, the bandwidth of the frequency servo can be

extended to a few kilohertz, if low phase noise operation of

the CSO at higher Fourier frequencies is important.

The frequency-to-voltage conversion efficiency of the

frequency discriminator �SFD in Eq. �4�� is a key parameter

which determines the frequency stability of a microwave os-

cillator. For given parameters of a SLC resonator, SFD is a

function of both the power incident on the resonator �Pinc�
and the PM index ��m�. To find the optimal values of Pinc

and �m at which the coefficient SFD is maximized, one has to

calculate the complex amplitude of the first harmonic at the

frequency of modulation in the spectrum of the signal from

the amplitude detector �AD�. Because of the nonlinearity of

the AD �as it is a square-law envelope detector�, such calcu-

lations must be conducted in the time domain by following

the steps described below.

Firstly, the instantaneous power of a signal incident on

the AD, where �m�1, is determined from
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Pdet = Pinc�J0��m�� + j2J1��m�cos��modt��
2, �5�

where J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind, �mod

=2�fmod is the angular frequency of modulation, and � is the

resonator reflection coefficient. In deriving Eq. �5�, it was

assumed that the modulation frequency is much larger than

the resonator bandwidth, i.e., fmod��f res.

The instantaneous voltage at the output of the AD is

found by specifying the nonlinear response of the AD,

which, for the majority of microwave detectors, can be

approximated by

udet = �det

Pdet

�1 + �Pdet/Psat�
2

, �6�

where �det is the detector power-to-voltage conversion effi-

ciency and Psat its saturation power. For a typical X-band

detector used in our oscillators, �det�750 mV /mW and

Psat�0.5 mW. By taking the fast Fourier transform of the

detector signal udet and computing the complex amplitude of

its first harmonic at the modulation frequency Udet�fmod�, the

parameter SFD is calculated from

SFD = KLA

�Udet

�f
, �7�

where KLA is the gain of the lock-in amplifier and �Udet is

the variation of the amplitude of the first harmonic of the

detector signal due to the change in oscillator frequency �f

= fosc− f res. The results of such calculations are summarized

in Fig. 8, which shows parameter SFD as a function of inci-

dent microwave power at the different indexes of phase

modulation.

The calculations were conducted with the oscillator

mean frequency fosc equal to the cavity resonance frequency

f res, which corresponds to the normal operating conditions of

a frequency locked oscillator. The resonator coupling coeffi-

cient was assumed to be �=0.7. As follows from the data in

Fig. 8, the maximum FD sensitivity is achieved at Pinc

=0.6 mW and �m�0.2 rad. The optimal index of phase

modulation obtained is much smaller than one might expect

from the linear analysis. If it was not for the nonlinearity of

the AD, an optimal value of the PM-index would be chosen

near 1 rad, corresponding to the first maximum of the tran-

scendental function J0�x�J1�x�.
The closer the resonator’s coupling is to critical, the

smaller the optimal PM-index at which the maximum FD

sensitivity is achieved. For example, at �=0.9, the maximum

value of SFD is achieved at Pinc=56 mW and �m�0.07 rad.

In such a case, the product Pinc�m is 3.3 times larger than in

the previously analyzed situation �where �=0.7�, which di-

rectly translates in the enhancement of the FD sensitivity SFD

�see Fig. 9�.
Setting the resonator’s coupling close to critical not only

improves the efficiency of the Pound FD but also allows one

to minimize the oscillator frequency instability induced by

fluctuations of the index of spurious amplitude modulation

�see below�. Unfortunately, achieving critical coupling at liq-

uid helium temperatures is almost impossible due to the rela-

tively large uncertainty in the Q-factor of the SLC resonator

when cooling it from room temperature. One possible solu-

tion to the problem may involve the use of interferometric

signal processing in order to suppress the microwave carrier

incident on the AD, as shown in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Frequency-to-voltage conversion efficiency of the

Pound FD as a function of incident power: curve 1 ��m=0.1�, curve 2

��m=0.2�, and curve 3 ��m=0.3�. The following list of parameters was

assumed: Psat=0.5 mW, �det�750 mV /kHz, KLA=1, a resonator coupling

coefficient �=0.7, and a Q-factor of 8�108.
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ciency of the Pound FD as a function of incident power: curve 1 ��=0.7,

�m=0.2�, curve 2 ��=0.9, �m=0.07�.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Schematic diagram of the interferometric Pound FD.
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Figure 10 shows a microwave Pound frequency dis-

criminator with interferometric signal processing. The micro-

wave signal reflected from the high-Q resonator destructively

interferes with a fraction of incident signal at the “dark port”

of the interferometer. This cancels the carrier of the differ-

ence signal while preserving the modulation sidebands. In

other words, a balanced microwave interferometer with a

high-Q resonator in one arm can be considered as an equiva-

lent resonator having the same Q-factor and coupling equal

to critical. Having suppressed the microwave carrier, one can

think about immediately introducing a low-noise microwave

amplifier after the interferometer’s dark port in order to am-

plify the residual noise sidebands resulting from the loop

oscillator frequency fluctuations. In such a case, one can ex-

pect an additional improvement in the FD sensitivity due to

its reduced effective noise temperature.

A problem one will face while trying to build an inter-

ferometric Pound FD based on a cryogenic SLC resonator is

the balancing of the cryogenic interferometer. This, we be-

lieve, could be solved by placing a stepper-motor driven me-

chanical attenuator/phase-shifter assembly in the interferom-

eter’s compensating arm. Another question, which is yet to

be answered, is related to the frequency stability of the

equivalent resonator. The point is that any phase variations in

the compensation arm �� result in variations of the reso-

nance frequency of the equivalent resonator � f̃ res in accor-

dance with

� f̃ res = �f res

1 − �2

2�
�� . �8�

For a compact, cryogenically cooled microwave interfer-

ometer based on a strongly coupled SLC resonator ��
�0.7¯0.9�, the above limitation may not be that serious,

but this needs to be experimentally verified by measuring the

spectral density �or Allan deviation� of the phase fluctuations

��.

B. Frequency stability limit due to AM-index
fluctuations of the interrogation signal

As mentioned above, amplitude modulation sidebands in

the spectrum of the interrogation signal shift the operating

frequency of the CSO relative to the cavity resonance by

�f = �f res

�1 − ��2

2�

m

�m

, �9�

where m is the AM index of the interrogation signal, given

by

m =
�̇

2�
Um, �10�

where Um is the amplitude of the modulating signal with

frequency fmod. The parameters � and �̇ are the insertion loss

of the phase modulator and its first voltage derivative, re-

spectively. Both � and �̇ are functions of the VCP bias volt-

age U0. Equation �9� characterizes the power-to-frequency

conversion in the Pound FD. Due to this effect, the frequency

stability of the CSO could suffer from spurious AM of the

interrogation signal.

There are a few noise mechanisms responsible for am-

plitude fluctuations of the interrogation signal. One such

mechanisms is related to the upconversion of the VCP bias

voltage fluctuations ��U0�. By making use of Eq. �10�, the

relationship between AM-index fluctuations of the interroga-

tion signal ��m�, and the VCP bias voltage fluctuations

��U0�, the following can be obtained:

�m =
Um

2�
	�̈ −

�̇2

�

�U0, �11�

where �̈ is the second voltage derivative of the VCP inser-

tion loss.

Fluctuations of the amplitude Um of the modulating sig-

nal result in

�m =
�̇

2�
�Um. �12�

The ambient temperature fluctuations �T give rise to AM-

index fluctuations with magnitude

�m = �Um

d

dT
	 �̇

2�

�T . �13�

If the insertion loss � is a nonmonotonic function of the

bias voltage, AM-index fluctuations of the interrogating sig-

nal can be suppressed by operating the phase modulator at a

turning point �U0=UTP�, where �̇=0. This turning point can

either be intrinsic to the VCP or it can be created by the

injection of an appropriate compensation signal �derived

from the same modulation signal� to another voltage con-

trolled component placed in series with the given VCP. In

this section, we will analyze the noise properties of the feed-

back control system which keeps the VCP bias voltage

locked to the turning point.

A schematic diagram of the VCP bias control system is

shown in Fig. 3. Here, a combination of a microwave ampli-

tude detector �AD2� and lock-in amplifier acts as a voltage

discriminator producing an error signal proportional to the

first derivative of the insertion loss on the bias voltage. The

error signal is filtered and superimposed on the VCP bias

voltage U0.

By denoting the total dc voltage applied to the VCP as

U�, the characteristic equation of the bias control system can

be written as

U� = U0 + KF�p�uLA, �14�

where KF�p� is a differential operator of a low-pass filter in

the control loop and uLA is the lock-in amplifier output volt-

age, which, in general, is a nonlinear function of U�.

Linearizing Eq. �14� in the vicinity of the turning point

�U��UTP� results in the following expression for the fluc-

tuations of the VCP bias voltage,

�U� =
�U0

1 + �
�

�

1 + �

�n

SVD

, �15�

where � is the gain of the feedback loop and SVD is the

conversion efficiency of the voltage discriminator given by
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SVD = KLA�detPdetUm�̈/� , �16�

where KLA is the lock-in amplifier gain, �det is the amplitude

detector conversion efficiency, and Pdet is the detected mi-

crowave power. The parameter �n in Eq. �15� is the noise

floor of the voltage discriminator. It reflects a joint contribu-

tion of power fluctuations of the interrogation signal ��mosc�
and intrinsic fluctuations from the amplitude detector �	det� to

the voltage noise at the output of the lock-in amplifier.

Hence,

�n � KLA�2�detPdet�mosc � 	det� . �17�

The rms value of 	det can be expressed as kBTdet
�1 Hz,

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and Tdet is the effective

noise temperature of the AD at the modulation frequency

fmod.

By substituting Eqs. �15� and �17� in Eq. �11� and as-

suming that U�=UTP ��̇=0�, one can derive an analytical

expression for the AM-index fluctuations of the interrogation

signal, which are induced by the bias control circuit, as

follows:

�minduced �
Um

2�
�̈

�U0

1 + �
�

�

1 + �
 kBTdet

2Pdet

− �mosc� . �18�

Remembering that total amplitude fluctuations of the in-

terrogation signal �m=�mosc+�minduced and assuming that

�� � �1 result in

�m =
kBTdet

2Pdet

. �19�

This result indicates that the intrinsic noise of the micro-

wave detector is the only factor which determines the level

of amplitude fluctuations of the interrogation signal at fmod.

By combining Eqs. �9� and �19�, one can estimate the

frequency stability of the CSO due to intrinsic noise of the

bias control system from

�y�
� =
1

2Q�m

�1 − ��2

2�

kBTdet

2Pdet
�2


, �20�

where Q is the SLC resonator unloaded Q-factor and 
 is the

integration time. For a typical set of parameters correspond-

ing to the liquid-helium-cooled CSO, unloaded Q�8�108,

��0.7, �m�0.05, Tdet�1012 K, and Pdet�0.3 mW, from

Eq. �20� one obtains �y�
��1.3�10−17
/�
, which is 20

times less than the limit imposed by intrinsic fluctuations of

the Pound FD.

In practice, the above limit �20� can be inferred by mea-

suring the Allan deviation of voltage fluctuations �̃u�
� at the

output of the lock-in amplifier of the VCP bias control sys-

tem. These measurements must be performed with the con-

trol loop open and modulation signal switched off �Um=0�,
so that only the intrinsic fluctuations of the voltage discrimi-

nator are measured. The relationship between �̃u�
� and os-

cillator fractional-frequency instability is given by

�y�
� �
1

2Q�m

�1 − ��2

2�

�̃u�
�

2UdetKLA

, �21�

where Udet is the dc voltage produced by the amplitude de-

tector �AD2 in Fig. 3� of the bias control system.

By having measured �̃u�
�, we used Eq. �21� in order to

infer the frequency stability of the CSO due to the spurious

amplitude modulation of the interrogation signal. The in-

ferred dependence of �y�
� is shown by curve 2 in Fig. 11. It

was calculated with the same set of oscillator parameters

used earlier when evaluating the theoretical limit �20�. Both

the inferred result and the predicted theoretical limit are in

good agreement for the integration times less than 10 s. The

divergence between the inferred and predicted results for


20 s is due to the 1 / f-noise of the lock-in amplifier,

which was not taken into account when deriving Eq. �20�.
By repeating the above measurements with the modula-

tion signal turned on �the bias control loop still open� and

making use of Eq. �21�, we evaluated the oscillator’s fre-

quency stability due to the combined effect of all noise

sources contributing to AM-index fluctuations of the interro-

gation signal. This is shown by curve 1 �Fig. 11� which

passes below 9�10−17 over the range of integration times of

0.3–30 s. Such a relatively low weak influence of the spuri-

ous AM on the oscillator’s frequency stability could be ex-

plained by the near critical coupling to the SLC resonator

and the use of a VCP with a very flat dependence of the

insertion loss on bias voltage in Eqs. �20� and �21�.
In the general case of a weakly coupled resonator or a

VCP with a nonmonotonic dependence of insertion loss on

voltage, the spurious AM of the interrogation signal may

seriously limit the frequency stability of the CSO. This prob-

lem can be resolved by injecting a compensation signal �de-

rived from the same modulation signal applied to the VCP�
to the VCA of the power control system �see Fig. 3�. To keep

the spurious AM suppressed, one can either adjust the am-

plitude and phase of the compensation signal or vary the

VCP bias voltage, which could be “entrusted” to the corre-

sponding feedback control system.

In addition to inferring the oscillator frequency stability

from Eq. �21�, one can deduce it from in situ measurements

by involving the use of an external voltage discriminator. A

schematic diagram of such measurements is shown in Fig.

12. The idea of this approach is identical to that used for the

evaluation of Pound FD noise floor, which means that Eq. �4�
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Inferred fractional-frequency stability from voltage

fluctuations due to amplitude modulation of the interrogation signal. Curve

1: modulation signal on �bias control loop open�. Curve 2: modulation signal

off �bias control loop open�.
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with SFD replaced with SVD can be applied to convert the

Allan voltage deviation into the oscillator’s frequency insta-

bility.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the semiexperimental

approach to the evaluation of the oscillator frequency stabil-

ity based on the relationship between �̃u�
� and �y�
� in Eq.

�21� can be used to determine the optimal choice of VCP bias

control circuit in a way similar to that which was described

earlier in relation to the frequency control system.

C. Frequency stability of the CSOs

Two almost identical CSOs operating at 11.2 GHz were

constructed to measure their short-term frequency stability.

In each oscillator, the temperature of the SLC resonator was

maintained at its frequency-temperature turnover point �near

7 K� with a commercial temperature controller by using a

carbon glass thermometer as a temperature sensor. The beat

frequency between the two oscillators �fbeat=131.181 kHz�
was measured with a frequency counter referenced to a

10 MHz signal from a hydrogen maser. The fractional-

frequency uncertainty of the measurement system was lim-

ited by the countertriggering errors and is a diminishing

function of the integration time: �y
count�10−16

/�
.

Figures 13 and 14 show the Allan deviation of the

fractional-frequency fluctuations of an individual CSO ��y�
as a function of integration time. It nonmonotonically be-

haves over the range of integration times 3�
�1000 s

reaching a minimum �y
min�5.6�10−16 at 
�20 s and re-

maining below the level of 10−15. This frequency stability is

the state of the art for modern-day microwave signal sources.

In addition to intercomparison of two CSOs, we also

compared the “beat” between the CSO and an atomic clock.

In the latter case, we used a microwave frequency synthe-

sizer phase referenced to a hydrogen maser and operating

near 11.2 GHz. The results of this comparison are given by

curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 13. As expected, the maser noise

dominates the noise measurements at the relatively short

integration times �
�2000 s�, while at larger integration

times, the results of both experiments very well agree with

each other. The data in Fig. 13 indicate that the long-term

behavior of the CSO ��y ��
� is limited by the random

walk of its frequency, which is, most likely, caused by the

ambient temperature fluctuations influencing the oscillator’s

electronics �see Fig. 15�. Data obtained in early 2008 from

the UWA CSO �which has been kept at or below 77 K for

over 18 months� based at NICT �Ref. 48� show an improve-

ment in these results. The fractional frequency instability is

3�10−15 at 104 s rising to 10−14 at 105 s.

The effect of switching off various control systems on

the noise properties of the CSO is illustrated by Fig. 14. It

shows the importance of having the power stabilization and

AM-index suppression systems for reaching the good long-

term frequency stability of the oscillator.

In contrast to Ref. 38, the frequency measurements re-

ported here were performed over the relatively long periods

of time �from a few hours to a few days� in order to avoid an

over optimistic estimate of the oscillator frequency stability.
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FIG. 12. Experimental setup for the in situ evaluation of the frequency

stability of the CSO due to amplitude fluctuations of the interrogation signal.

The digital voltmeter �DVM� and a personal computer are used to compute

the square root Allan variance �SRAV� of fractional voltage fluctuations at

the output of the additional channel of the measurement system.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Measured Allan deviation for a single oscillator

from the beat between two nominally identical cryogenic sapphire oscilla-

tors �curve 3: gate time of 10 s� and between one cryogenic sapphire oscil-

lator and a hydrogen maser �curve 1: gate time of 10 s; curve 2: gate time of

100 s� to determine the long-term performance.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Measured Allan deviation for a single oscillator

from the beat between two nominally identical cryogenic sapphire oscilla-

tors. One oscillator acted as a reference oscillator with all control systems

operational. In the second oscillator power control and AM-index suppres-

sion was turned off �curve 1: gate time 1 s�, power control on, and AM-

index off �curve 2: gate time of 1 s� and both power control and AM-index

suppression on �curve 3: gate time of 10 s�.
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The values of �y were directly calculated from the “raw”

data without any postprocessing such as a removal of the

linear frequency drift typical for the earlier oscillators.
6,7,38

This was due to the extremely low drift rates exhibited by

our oscillators �the lowest fractional-frequency drift rate was

measured to be −2.2�10−15
/day�. Such performance, we be-

lieve, was due to the optimal geometry of the shielded sap-

phire resonator characterized by a relatively sparse spectrum

of spurious modes in the vicinity of the operational one.

�A low drift rate of 6�10−14
/day has been reported in a

microwave oscillator based on a “free space” liquid-helium-

cooled sapphire-dielectric resonator.
49

This is not a very

practical solution, as, while eliminating the spurious cavity

modes, it exposes the surface of sapphire crystal to possible

contamination�.
Figure 15 gives one some idea about the environmental

sensitivity of the CSO. It shows the evolution of the CSO

frequency relative to that of a hydrogen maser over a period

of 18 days. The fuzziness of the time trace in Fig. 15 is in

part due to the temperature variations in the laboratory

caused by the air conditioner. The large scale periodic oscil-

lations of the beat frequency with the magnitude of 0.6 mHz

are due to daily temperature variations in the laboratory. Two

disturbances of the oscillator operation are visible in Fig. 15.

The first one at time t�4�105 s corresponds to the drop of

helium gas pressure in the Dewar due to the removal of the

rubber stopper from the inlet pipe. The second one at

t�1.38�106 s is due to some unexpected construction ac-

tivity near the Dewar. A linear fit to the data between these

two events gives the fractional-frequency drift rate of −7.7

�10−15
/day. We have measured the performance of the

UWA designed CSO based in AIST �Ref. 17� as a function of

room temperature, room pressure, and helium return line

pressure. In that laboratory care was taken to keep the tem-

perature variations under 0.2 °C and the pressure variations

less than 30 Pa. These preparations resulted in a similar CSO

frequency drift rate without the characteristic fuzziness or

ripples seen in the UWA based CSO of Fig. 15.

IV. CONCLUSION

We discussed the design techniques used in the construc-

tion of ultrastable microwave oscillators based on cryogeni-

cally cooled SLC resonators. These CSOs have been in con-

tinuous development over the past 18 years at the University

of Western Australia and currently are the best sources of

ultrastable signals with short-term fractional-frequency

instability less than 6�10−16 and drift rates of −�2–5�
�10−15

/day. The unique spectral performance of the CSOs

makes them suitable for a wide range of scientific applica-

tions such as the development of the laser-cooled atomic

fountain clocks, very long base interferometry, and high pre-

cision tests of modern physics.
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